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the admin control panel does have some neat features, such as built-in automatic updater, which constantly
keeps itself fresh. however, this only works on the download page and not on the product itself. this is a fairly
modest offering, but is nonetheless enough to keep the customer happy. conclusion the operating system didnt
flop like we feared, and loaded in impressively for a system with almost nothing in it. setting up was a breeze,
and despite the expected warm welcome, it rather irritated us with its jittery display. the program itself feels a
little lightweight, with only a few controls and settings but is otherwise quite empty-feeling. its optimised for
microsoft office, and not much else, with a clean interface, which is partly why we found it a little sluggish at
times, and also why its answers to queries from the user are surprisingly blank. the set-up process was smooth,
however, with a few minor hiccups to get it all working. simplicity scores there. the ui is recognisably ‘windows’,
a big step forward. windows 10 has changed a lot since it was first released (the modern ui has been a huge
issue), and it has taken quite a while for microsoft to get it all working again. so far the software giant has
produced a very slick, competitive, and user-friendly operating system that behaves pretty much like the good
old windows 7 or windows 8.1. it is fairly easy to get started with, and the sheer extent of the features is
overwhelming – not to mention it feels very up-to-date. the best news is that redmond has not gone too
overboard with the pretty-flashy features and over-complicated stuff that has plagued windows 10 since day
one. though, it is fair to say the learning curve with ‘windows 10’ is steeper than ‘windows 7 and 8.1’. it will
take more than one run to get to grips with all the new features, especially after the amount of patience that
we have been forced to exercise with windows 10 in the past few years.
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